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ABSTRACT 

' 

A thorough review is made of the application of the Peierls model 

to the macroscopic plastic deformation of ionic crystals, metals, alloys 

and covalently bonded crystals • Th. effects of the shape ot the Peicrls 

hill, kink-kink energies.apd tfle fioequency terms on the stress-temperature 

and activation volume-stress relationships ar'e extended and discussed. · 

Theory is compared with experimental results·· giving special emphasis. 

, to recent advances. Single crystal data' for l/2[111]{110} thermally 

. . .. ~ 

activated slip in Ta and Mo at low temperhtures .··agree well wi tb the 

dictates ot the Pe1erls mechanism. Deformation characteristics of 

poly-crystalline Fe alloys containing eithel- 2<~.% Mn or 11 at.% Mo 

agree with exp.ectations based on the .Peiafls mechanism ouly at temperatures 

below about 200°K. · At higher temperatures the eff.ecti ve stress decreases' 

more slowly and the activation' volume increases more rapidly with 
:.· 

.. · increasing temperature than can be accounted ~or by the Peierls mechanism. 

Over this higher temperature range, howev~r • ~he experimental data are 

in good agreement with Escaig's mechanism based on the recombination of 
,, 

dissociated screw dislocations. It la also·.shwn that low temperature 

1/2[111]{123} slip in AgMg, prismatic slip ·in :Ag plus 33 at.% Al, e.nd in 
I ', • 

Mg plus 6 - 12 at •. ~ L1 occurs 'b7 the Peierl8 mechanism • 

:;·:~ ,· 
•J 
•, 

,_, 
' . . ·~ . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As first noted by Peierls (1940), a straight dislocation has its 

minimum energy when it lies in a "valley" parallel to close-packed 

rows of atoms on its glide plane. 'f'nen the di:::lloca.tion :is dL;pln.ccd 

from the bottom of the "valley" the configuration of atoms in its co1·e 

is altered and its energy increases. Consequently the energy of a 

straight dislocation is a function of its displacement; the energy 

ha.s the periodicity, a, of the spacing between the parallel rows of 

atoms. Therefore it is necessary to apply a certain force ' b per unit 
p 

dislocation length, where b ·is the Burger's vector and ' is lmown us 
p 

the Peierls stress, to move the dislocations over the Peierls hillS 

mechanically. Estimates of this stress can be made in terms of 

variations in bond energies of atoms in the dislocation core as it is 

displaced. High Peierls stresses are expected in two cases, in covalently 

bonded crystalline materials where the bond energies are directionally 

' sensitive, and in ionic crystals where the dislocation must overcome 

Coulombic interactions during glide. In contrast crystalline materials 

exhibiting exclusively metallic bonding are expected to have very s1;-.nll 

Peierls stresses. In f .c .c. metals, for ex.ample, the Peierls stress 

is so low that their lovr-temperature thermally-activated deformation is 

determined by th'e row more difficult intersection mechanism. 

The first analyses for estimating the Peierls stress, such as tho:>c 

based on the Frenkel-Kontorova (1938), Peierls (1940), Nabarro (1952) 

and related models, served to identify some of the factors that arc 

involved. The inherent crudity of these model~:; and their notorious ,, 
" ' 

'·' 
~ .. : 
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se::;si tivity to the details of the assu..-nptions ·tn~:~,t were made, hoHcver, 

d~tract from their utility. They invariably suggested unacceptably hiGh 

estimates· for the Peierls, stress in ·::netals. Recent analy:oes, b::-,.scd on Mo~·:;:,c 

or Born...;Mayer types of interactions potentials appear to [~i.ve ·lnore accC})t

able values of the Peierls stress. The more physically ·realistic but 

exceedingly di·fficult quantum-mechanical approach for estimatinG the 

Peierls stress has only recently been probed, Susul<i (1963); nevertheless 

his calculation is question::;.ble, because he used the Friedel-Lerr.an concept, 

o:t tight bonding which is only ·valid in a perfect crystal. 

In crystals where the Peierls stress is hi~h, dislocations f1·eq_uently 

assume polygonal shapes analogous to those, for example, that J::w.ve been 

observed in Si, Lang (1958). The straight sections of such dislocations 

lie parallel·to the more cil.osely packed rows of atoms on the slip plane. 

For cases where the Peierls stress is low,;however, as in f.c.c. metals, 

dislocations assume less regular shapes and, in general, cross over the 

1ov Peierls ·hills with only md.nor deviations. The decrease in en0rr:y, if 

the segments of such kinked dislocations were to be parallel to ;:o. series of 

Peierls valleys~ is insufficient to provide for the greater dislocation line 

energy that would be required. Highly kinked dislocations move with 

great ease, by displacement of the kinks, even at extremely lm.; tempcra.ture:::;, 

Seitz . (1952), Brailsford (1961). It is not always necessary that the 

Peierls stress be high when dislocations lie parallel to close-packed rows 

of atoms. For example the dissociated screw and Cottrell-Lamer dislocations 

also tR.Xe these ori'entations. 

He will be interested here in crystals that haV<.': sufncicntly high 

Peierls stresses to cause the dislocations to lie predo:r.inantly in the 

r 

L 
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Peierls valleys. The vibration. of such dislocations under small 

oscillating stresses can induce thermally-activated r.ucleation of pairs 

of kinks that can account, at least partially, for the internal friction 

peaks often observed at low temperatures, Bordoni (191.;9), Seeger (1956). 

It will not, however, be our objective to describe these phenomena }lere. 

Rather we will emphasize only the macroscopi-c deformation of crystals 

when such deformation is dictated by the Peierls mechanism. 

A critical comparison will be made of the several dislocation 

models that have been suggested for the nucleation of pairs of kinks. 

Then formulations of the macroscopic strain rate in terms of the: ct:rcss, 

temperature and dislocation substructure will be reviewed and criticized. 

Finally the theoretical predictions will be compared with experil:".c:ntal 

data. The results for ionic and covalent crystals will be reviewed 

but special attention will be given to recent data on b.c.c. mt:tals, 
. ' 

several different alloys and intermetallic compounds. 

Other mechanisms of deformation are competitive with the Peicrls 

mechanism. The unique differences between the Peierls mechanism s.nd 

that controlled by the intersection of dislocations provide a rather clear 

distinction between the two. The recently proposed mechanism of EscaiG 

(1966) based on the recombination of dissociated screw dislocations in 

b.c.c. metals, although it is dist~nctly different in concept, neverthele3s 

giv~s trends that are often somewhat similar to those suggested by thq 

Peierls mechanism.. We suggest that the recombination mechanism of 

Escaig might well account for the thermally acti vatcd de:formatio:", of l;'c 

between about 170° and 1+00°!(. On the other hand it apl;c:ars to be 
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incompetent to account for the deformation of Fe below about. 170°1\ 

where the results agree well with predictions made on the·bo.sis of the 

Peierls mechanism. 

II. MODELS OF THE PEIERLS PROCESS 

When the applied stress is zero, segments of dislocations tend to 

lie in the Peierls valleys parallel to close-packed rows of atoms on the 

slip plane. To move a dislocation out of its ·valley a shear stress 

T* equal toT , the Peierls stress, must be applied to the slip plane 
p 

in the direction of the Burger's vector. '·!hen a stress "<* less -.:.han T is 
p 

a;•plied, the dislocation will move, as shown in Fig. l, from its 

original position A B C in the valley to a parallel position ADC 
0 0 0 

part way up the Peierls hill. No further motion will occur at th0 

absolute zero. At. higher temperatures, hm.}.ever, thermal fluctuations cause 
' 

the dislocation to vibrate about its mean position. Wnen, however, a 

local thermal fluctuation is sufficiently energetic, a critical size 

dislocation loop AB'C is produced which no longer returns to its 

original position. The two partial kinks AB' and B'C for all con:figurc.t:Lons 

exceedi,ng the critical one move apart and the dislocation is advanced 

to the next equilibrium position A"B"C". 

Although this constitutes the basic concept of the Peierls r.1echa:1i:::n: 

for thermally activated deformation, a number of simplified analy"'.;ic;:;,l 

approaches have been suggested by different authors. There exist thr~e 

i•~:portant points of departure among the various individual models. The 

firGt concerns the shape of the Peierls hill that have been studied, 



,. 
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nanely, as illustrated in Fig. 2, (a) sinusoidal and its simple tr.odifica.tionc 

that have a single peak and valley in the spacing period, Seeger (1956), 

Friedel (1964), Dorn and Rajna.k. (1964), (bl and b2) pa.ra.bolic ,, Celli 

et al. (1963) (c) broken bond (Celli et al. (1963), Suzuld (1963)) (d) 

quasi parabolic (vide Appendix I) and (e} ca.-nels-hu.-np hill having two 

equal peaks_ and primary and secondary minima (vide Appendix II). 

T::rpes "a" and "b" and "d" give purely empirical representations of 

possible Peierls' hills. The major virtue of the type "d" hill is 

that it permits a completely analytical solution of the Peierls process 

in closed form. In contrast t.he broken bond model of type "c" has 

semi-theoretical justification for covalent types of structures having 
\ 

rigid bonds where glide of dislocations is probably accomplished by 

succeasive breaking and remaking of bonds. ; The type "e" hill appear::; 
' I 

to have some theoretical justification. A 'specific case was deduced, 

Chang (1966), for edge dislocat~ons lying in the (110) plane in Fe by 

relaxation techniques using a two atom int<.:!r;;.ction potential so adjuctcd 

as to give the known elastic behavior of Fe. Significantly, the c~1el's 

hump hill varies only modestly from.the broken bond ~odel of type "c" . 

. The height and shape of the Peierls hill influenc~s the equilibriu.-n 

configuration of a single kink; higher Peierls hills e.g. cause the 

dislocation to cross more abruptly from one valley to the next thus 

affecting the kink energy. The height and shape of the Peierls hills 

also influence the critical configuration and therefore the energy for 

nuclc;xting a pair of kinks. On the other hand,. as will be demonztro.tcd 

later, the ratio of the energy to nucleate a ~·ail· of J.:~.:-.;<.:.; -,;:·:nc::- an 



' 
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applied stress t* to the energy of an· isolated kink depends l)riraarily 

on t* /t and is somewhat insensitive to the height and shape of the Pcierls 
p 

hills. For this reason it appears rather unlikely that good estjmutes 

of the details of the Peierls·hills, other than the Peierls stress 

itself, might be obtained from experimental data on the P8ierls mechanism. 

A second point of departure in the analyses of di f:'e:·cnt authors 

concerns the basis a...,d approximations made for estimr.t ir~e the critical 

configuration for nut:lt:!a.ting a pair of kinks. Each of the various 

approaches appears to coincide with physical reality only over special 

l:i.r.:i·c;ed regions of the applied stress -* ' . A critical discussion of these 

is::mes will be given in the following section, 

A third departure concerns the assumptions and the details of 

estimating the macroscopic strain rate in terms of nucleation and migration 

of kink pairs. This concerns the various :viewpoints that have o1· may 
' . 

be a·do-p•ted to estimate the preexponential term that must be multiplied 

by the Boltzmann factor in determining the' shear-st:rain rate. These 

issues will also be discussed in the following section. 

III. FORMULATION OF THE PEIERLS MECHANISM 

A. Energy to Nucleate a Pair of Kinks 

All estimates of the energy that ·must be supplied by a local thermal 

fluctuation in order to nucleate a pair of kinks have, thus far, been 

based on the simple line energy model of a dislocation. r(y) is taken 

tc be the energy per unit length of a dislocation where y is cle:.':i.nccl a~; 

sho\ol:l. in Fig. l. Therefore the line energy is a periodic :f'l<nct ior. of y 
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with a :period a. The known variations of line energy lrith curvc:.t1.:;-c 

and proportions of edge and screw orientations are neglected. Under 

a stress T* the stable equilibrium position of i.ln infinitely lone 

dislocation is y = yo. For any deviation from this position an cne1·c;y 

co 

. d r 2 112 
u = f <r(yJ [1 + fiz) J r(yo) - l"*b (y-yo)} d.x ( 1) 

must be supplied externally. The e~ui!"ibrium conditions obtained by 

taking extremal values of U are given by Euler's condition that 

(2) 

U has its minimum value of zero for the condition of stable equilibrium 

when y =yo. AiJ.·infinite number of alternate solutions are also 

obt a"in able: but we limit our interest to that case- which refers to a 

single pair of kinks centered about x = 0. For this case the boundary 

conditions for the integration of the equili"brium ocndition, Eq. (2), are 

y = yo and dy/dx = 0 at X = :t.oo 

y = yc and dy/dx = 0 at x = 0 

where yc is given by 

r(yc) = T*b (yc-yo) + f{yo) 

The slope, dy/dX, of the critico.l pair of kinks is obtained by introducin;:: 

the boundary conditions into the first integration of Eq. 2. As shown 

by Dorn and Rajnak (1964Y, when this slope is reintroducc:d into ( 1) 

• 
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and the independent variable is changed from x to y 

yc 

Un = 2 f {f{y) 2 - [t*b(y-~o) + r(yo)] 2}l/2 dy ( 3) . 

yo 

't-ihere Un now refers to the energy that 111ust be supplied by a thermal 

fluctuation in order to nucleate a pair of kinks at the center o!' an 

infinitely long dislocation. This formulation neglects effects t.hat 

arise in dislocation segments of finite length which ·may be restrained 

to remain at y = 0 at their terminal points on the slip plane. Arsenault 

(1966) has recently calculated Un for the formation of pairs of kirli(S 

:Ln the center of' dislocations of finite length. He finds, e.g. in the 

case of Fe, that Un reaches a constant value for dislocation segments 

longer tha~ about 40b. This suggests that .such end effects are of secondary 

importance in rather long dislocations. 

To nucleate a pair of kinks when the applied stress is zero reQuires 

a thermal fluctuation having twice the eneC"gy of an isolated kink, i.e. 

2Uk. Applying the same analytical techniques as ~hose described above 

gives 

a/2 

uk = ro f 
-a/2 

{Lhl- 1}112 dy 
ro . ( 4) 

The values of Un and. Uk can be determined by introducing approrJri<J.·~e 

values of r{y) ir,to Eqs. (3} and (4). We will consider only the foJlowing 

illt~s·~rative cases here: 

r(y) rc+ro rc ... ro (0: = + -4 + 2 2 
. -21Ty 0: . lf;:y ~ 

cos - r
1 

cos 1 a Ll a ( 5a.) 
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and 

r(y) 
I abt-n ( 4v2) lh = r 1 2 [ r + --!:.. 1 - ..... ::r ·J 

0 0 2 . ~ 
( 5b) 

Eq. (5a} gives a sinusoidal Peierls hill (Fig .. 2a) when a = 0, modified 

sinusoidal hills (Fig. 2a) when -1 < a < +1, and the carr.el r s hwnp hi.ll, 

Fig. 2e, (which is also similar to the broken bonG. hill, F:i.g. 2c). vhcr:. 

a > 1. Eq. ( 5b) gives the quasi-parabolic hill, Fig. 2d. \~'hen a stress 

•* less than T is applied to the. slip plane of a lattice hn.ving a 
p 

Peierls hill represented by· Eq. (5a}, dislocations are displaced to y
0 

where 

a (rc-ro) sin 2Tiyo (1 - 2Tivo) =.a a a cos a 

The Peierls stress in this case is given,by 

T b 
p 

(rc-ro) = -'-1:....;6:-ar:l a:;..;-1- ( 3 + 

\ ,--·····------
"V11 + Ba2 ) ~/8a2 - 2 + 2 -vr~··:-8:2· 

For these types of hills 

rc = rm over .;.1 < a < 1 

and 

rc = 
( 1 £.) 2rm-ro 1 - ~ - 2 

1+.1:.+£. 
2a 2 

" 
over 1 < a < 00 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7a) 

(To) 

Consequently analyses are conveniently made using R = fm/fo and a as 

the independent variables. On tiw other hand when the kink cner£~Y, U,. 
•\. 

and .the energy to nucleate a pair of kinks, U , are given in terms of the 
n 

Pcierls stress, T ~ the line energy, ro, and a, the results are insensitive 
p 
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to variations in R over physically acceptable ranges. 

When \l = 0, Eq. (.4 )_ can be integrated analytically (Seeger ( 1956) 

and Dorn and Rajnak C1964H to give 

(Sa) 

The corresponding relationship for the quasi-parabolic hHl (vide 

Appendix I) is practically identical, namely 

' I ' I ' ' r 0 a ' '2 T ab 1 I 2 
tJ = ;r3 2 - ( p )· 

k 8 1rr, (8b) 
0 

illustrating that the results when expressed in terms of the Peie;<~~• 

stress and line energy are not only insensitive to R but also to variations 

in the shapes of the Peierls hills. 

When a ~ 0 analytical expressions for Uk can only be established by 

introducing simplifying assumptions such E1-S for exa:nple dy I dx « 1 

(Seeger {1956) and Celli et 8.1. (1963).). ll'his obviously eliminates 

considerations of abrupt kinks. However; rigorous munerico.l intq~ration 

of Eq. (4) (Dorn and Mitchell (1964) and vide Appendix II) give the 

results shown in Fig. 3. The dat~~ point at a = 0 refers to results for 

the quasi-parabolic hill. Thus the kink energies depend primarily on 

ro and T and varies only modestly as the hill shape factor a increases. 
p 

For the quasi-parabolic hill, Eq. (5b), U can be obtained by direct 
. n 

analytical integration of Eq. (3} (vide Appendix I); and for ti1<.: line 

energy of Eq. (5a), Un has been obtained by numerical integration of 

Eq. (3) (Darn and Ra,inak (1964} and. Appendix II!.. These type dt:.'c.a, ,.,. .. hich 

are surrJrlarized in ·Fie;. 4 fo1· the quasi-parabolic hill and sinur;oidal 

hills 'H'here -1 < a < 1 and in Fig. A.2.1 for carr.el hun:p hills where 
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o:. > 1 show that Un/2Uk is a simple function of t* /•p that is insensi ti v·e 

toR over the physically acceptable rance3. In general this function 

varies only modestly for several shapes of Peierls hills that were 

considered and becomes significantly different only for the cwr.el hu;r.p 

hills. 

~;either the Dorn-Rajnak (1964 Y. nor the ·Friedel (1964 Y fo:rmulr.tion of 

the energy to nucleate a pair of kinks considered directly the elar;tic 

kink-kink interaction energy. ·For abrupt kinks (Kroupa and Brown ( 1961) 

TtJallace, ·Nunes and Dorn (1965)), of height h = y - y , thlG inten1ct:i.on 
c 0 

energy is 

(9) 

where w is the kink s·eparation. Since the dislocation line energy 

model ~lways gives small values for h2 /w, R, is always small relative 
KK 

to U . This is illustrated in Appendix I where it is shown that for the 
n 

quasi-parabolic model Ukk/Un is a constant equal to 0.032. 

In his approach to the problem Seeger (1956J assumed that the 

critical configuration consisted of two half-kinks separated by a 

distance w c, as shown by curve {a). of Fi.g. 5, where w c is determined. 

as the width at which the applied stress overcomes the kink-kink uttraction. 

On this basis Seeger sUggests tpat 

u = u + (r -r ) w n k · c o· c 

and arrives at the relationship 

. 16; 
U = U, {1 + 1/4 2-n. TI'":} 

n A ' , 
(10) 
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which he claims applies to sinusoidal hills at low values of the ap~1Jicd 

stress.· As discussed previously, however, the kink-kink interaction enercy 

is only a small fraction of the total line energy for the nucleation of 

a pair of kinks. It is not surprising therefore that Eq_. (10) giv0s 

incorrect res·..11ts, even when •·* -i- 0 where Un must obviously eq·..:al 2Uk. 

Wnile Seeg~r' s assumption that the dislocat"icn ·remains at the bottom of 

t:i.e Peierls hill at y = -a/2 is·not serious for low stresses, it G.oes 

not apply, excepting for the quasi-parabolic hill, for higher values 

of the applied stress. Furthermore, the dislocation line energy model 

suggests that y is not zero, as assumed by Seeger, but decreases from c 

positive to negative values as the·applied stress is increased. These 

factors suggest that ·several of the details incorporated in to, the Seeger 

model are highly ques.tionable. 
I 

i 
Friedel (1964) was to first suggest that a line energy model rather 

i 

than a kink-kink interaction model would prove to be more realistic. .r1e 

assumed that the critical configuration might be deduced from the arranr,c:ncnt 

given by curve b of Fig. 5. This model, although based on line energy, 

yet retains sonte arbitrary features similar to those used by Seeger. 

As suggested by Friedel, his model may not be too seriously in error, ho'~'ever, 

at intermediate values of the applied stress. 

The Lothe-Hirth (1959 )_ theory assumes that number of kinks present 

is dictated by conditions of thermal equilibrium ~n the absence of a 

stress. They suggest that the rate with which kinksmove depends on -their 

stress directed diffc;.sion. Obviously such a quasi-equilibr:I<:.>l theory 

can only apply when the stresses are extremely low. 

'I 
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It appears that the line energy formulations proposed by Celli et 

al. (1963 )_ and Dorn a....'1d Raj nak (1964 L proviQ.~ the best currently o.v.s.ilable 

. approaches for· estimating the activation· energy for nucleating pairs of 

kinl'.:s. 

Several other mechanisms appear to give about ·the sn.."lle trends of 

the effect of the applied stress on the activation encrc,y as the Peierls 

::-.~chanism based on nucleation of pairs of kinks. Some of these, hovcver, 

can be distinguished from the Pe:i.erls mechanism in terms .of the activation 

volu:ne, which is given by 

v"'' = -au /'OT.-'1.·' = 
n 

(11) 

for the Peierls mechani'sm. For acceptable ranges of ·the kink enersies 

ancl the Peierls stresses, such activation·v?lumes usually range from 5 
':>. . ' 

to 50b':', independent of dislocation density or, the work hardened state. 

As shown in F'~tg. 6 the activation volumes are only modestly dissimilar 

' 
for the various models.of the Peierls hills and decrease as T.*/T. 

}? 

increases. He:r;e again only hills for 1.;hich a. > 1 (vide Fig. A. 2. 2) 

give some•rhat uniq_uely different trends. In general these .results 

differ appreciably from those obtained when the intersection mechanism 

is valid where the activation volumes are about one order or more in 

magnitude larger and decrease with increased density of disloc~tions. 

B. Kinetic Eq_uations 

A number of authors (Celli et al.·· (19641, !":r:Ledel (1964)., J·~ssanc; 

et al. (196.3), Seeger et al. Cl957D hD:;e described the formulation of 

·,' 

i 
.I 

'I 
I I ( ( 

) 

,. 
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the forward yelocity of dislocations and the strain rate resl!lting from 

·the nucleation of pai:rs of kinks. (yiq_e Brailsford ()961) regarding the 

redistribution of exi~sting k;i·nks along a dislocation due to the action 

of a stress I. Only a first order approximation to the problem will be 

attempted here. We let L be the average length of a dislocation that 

might be swept out by a pai:r of kinks following their nucleation. L 

is assumed to be much larger than w, the width of the critical pair of 

kinks, and end effects are neglected. One possible formulation i_s based 

on the fact that there are L/b points along the length L at which a pair 

of kinks might be produced and consequently 

-u /k'r n 
(l2a) 

where vE is the Einstein frequency. This would apply for cases where 

the fluctuation might be localized. On the other hand when the thermal 

fluctuation is spread over the critical width, say w, of the pair of 

kinks 

\) 
n 

vb L e<--e 
w 2w 

-U /kT 
n (12b) 

where vb/w is the frequency of vibration of the dislocation, v being 

the Debye frequency and L/2w is approximately the number of wave lengths 

along the dislocation line at which nucleation might occur. These 

expressions differ somewhat from the original suggestions of Dorn and 

Rajnak ( 1964 )_ (which was baseO- partly on "Qoth concepts)_ that 

--u /kT 
n (l2c) 
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An exact analysis for v is quite complicated and perhaps not too 
n 

critical at this stage, lnasmuch as the vibrations are coupled, it 

appears that Eq. (12b} ·might prove to be the more sati-sfactory uppr.oxiiiH:.t::.on 

in most cases. 

Eqs. (12} apply- when the ve::locl ty of the kinks is so great relative 

to their nucleation rate that not more than one pair of kinks exist in 

length L at any one time. Darn and Rajnak (1964 f have also described 

cases where the kink velocity might be so slow relative to the nucleation 

rate that several pairs of kinks will be mo·.ring along a single -dislocation 

segr::o:::(.t at one time. Thus far, however, there have been no experimentul 

confirmations of this possibility. 

The a.verage.velocity of a dislocation moving as a. result of nucleation 

of pairs of kinks is 

' ' 

v = 
-U /kT .n . 

i 
' 

where Eq. (12b) is adopted, and this gives a. shear-strain rate of 

y = pbv 
2 -U /kT = pLrJ"J ve n . 

2w2 

(13) 

(14) 

where p is the total length of all thermally activatable dislocation 

segments per unit volume of the crystal. 

Unfortunately the preexponential expressions of Eq_s. (13) and (14) 

are somewhat in doubt since w was not well-defined. This o.rises because 

the kinks of the critical pair are not abrupt. It is ·udii~ely that 

w = L since this vrould require a thernal fluctuation spread over the 

c~r.tire lenstn L ~ ~1:1 im11robable event. In -view of the coopcrati ve r.10tion 

of the atoms, it is much more likely thut w would be several Burger'~ 
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vectors long. The maximum -value that might be ascribed to ,.,r is "the 

sc?aro.tion of each kink of the pair at their points of inflection. For 

the q_uo.si-parabolic Peierls hill (vide Appendix I} w mo.x is insensitive 

to the stress and equals about 20· - 30 b. Although these data. o.re not 

available for other types of hills they are also expected "to exi1i bit 

about the same values. 

Verification of the Peierls mechanism has been atte:::~··~L:d. ·oy "t'!.•o 

experimental approaches, direct determination of velocities of dislocat'i.on:::; 

and macroscopic deformation experiments. In both cases it is neceGsar.v 

to recognize that the effective stress is -r* = t - 'A where t is "the apr-lied 

stress and 'A an athermal stress level. Furthermore, U = U G/G , n no o 

Uk = Uko G/G
0 

and 'A= 'Ao G/G
0 

where G is the shear modulus of elast.icity 

and the subscript zero refers to the absolute zero of temperature. In 

analyses made to date it has also been ass~ed, without proof, that the 

Peierls stre'ss follows the same relationship, namely T = t G/G . 
p po o 

Wnen the shear modulus of elasticity does not change appreciably 1-rith 

temperature, the~e adjustments are of minor consequence and have been 

/ neglected. 
·,/' 

-:/ 

Experiments on dislocation velocities, which will be discussed in 

the next section, can be compared directly with theory by ~eans of 

Eq_. (13). The verification of the ?eierls mechanism by comparison of 

the dictates of Eq. (14}. with data obtained from macroscopic deformation 

experiments, however, require several types of measurements. TY}>ict!.l 

data of T versus T for two strain rates are illustro.ted ir: ?ic;. 7 'Where 

'po' ip' 'Ao' ana T* are identified. At T = T ~ T* =· 0 and U = 2iJ, • c n ,~ 
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m~ ~ t t t t t 1 f y··, where oL .r •• us .~.or es s a a cons an va ue o -,_,.2 

insensitive to t and T, Eq. (14).· requires that 

whence 

is assumed to be 

(15) 

Cons.equent1y- a replot of the data in the form of •"'Ir versus G T /GT 
p c c 

sl~oulci agree with curves of the type given in Fig. 4. Other mechanizms, 

however, give somewhat similar trends and agreement on this basis alone 

is insufficient to confirm the Peierls mechanism. 
I 

A more critical~judgement of the oper~tion of the Peierls mecha~ism 

is obtained from the experimentally determined activation volume which 

is defined by 

. 
v = kT ·(af.::y). 

a at* ··' 
T 

For the Peierls mechanism (Eq. (14)) this becomes 

v = kT ( a.£-np )· - 2kT (.a £-mr) + v* . 
a ()T* at* . T T 

where·.v-* CEq. (lla.U. can be rewritten as 

·V* = -

u . r. n ~ 
:2U · al.')u ' 
·_.ko····"' k 

T rT*) po al:;-
P 

·! ~:.. {. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 
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The remaining unknown needed to evaluate v*, namely Uk
0
.; can be obtained 

from T 1 and T 2 for two different strain rates. Assuming pL/.w 2 of 
. C .C 

Eq. (14 I is insensitive to changes in temperature, na:r.ely 

Introducing the value of 2Uko so obtained permits the evaluation of v'" 

(Eq_. (11) J.. 

that v e: v* 

Thus far, data that suegest the Pcierls mechanism, confir;n 

· · atnpL/1·r2 
revealing that a-r* of Eq. {17} is negligibly small. a , 

.Consequently, when the Peierls mechanism is operative, v closely follows 
a 

the trends of v·*. This •. can be easily checked·. by plotting the experimental 
V T 

values of ~Upo versus t*/t to 
ko · · P 

' 

compare with the corresponding theoretical 

curves of v*t /2Uk versus t*/-r . p p given in Fig. 6. 

Although, considerable emphasis has been ascribed to the use of 

apparent activation energies, it must be admitted that they are not very 

good for iden~ification of the Peierls mechanism. As shown by Eq. (14), 

the free energy for nucleation of pairs of kinks increases linearly with 

the temperature according to 

u 
n 

(19) 

for constant strain rate tests. Three somewhat different apparent 

activation· energies have been defined, na..11ely 
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;:: \ta.Q.nr) 
'0-

kTI 
t· 

I .. \ 
·' 3 ;l,T'Iv • = l-.··-· I 
·la--1.1 
\ kT I * t 

(20a.) 

(20b) 

_ -{labyl 
q_T* - . l'' (20c) 

(-;--) a-kTl 
p . (:*) 

p 

None are limi.ted exclusively to the Peierls mechanism. The first 

is applied to either creep tests or tension tests directly on the raw 

data of T : T(y,T} for a given state whereas in the last case the aata 

are first reduced i-n terms of the shear modulus of elasticity. The 

results differ because in Eq. (20a) T is held constant, in Eq_. (20b) 

T* = T - TA is constant whereas in Eq_. (20c) T*/TP = (T - TA)/-rp is 

held constant. It is easily shown that for case (20c) 

• 

(21) 

which causes q(t*/-rp} to increase slightly more rapidly than linenrly with 

T for constant s.train-rate tests. However~ all oth_er thermally ucti v;;;.tc:d 

low temperature,.mechan:i:sms give about the sa.11e trends with te;n?cr.:1ture 

and differ only relative to the senzi ti'vi ty of the appropriate loc;:>.ri t!1~ic 
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term of Eq. (20) to the stress and temperature. Alternately U i'rom (21) 
n 

might be plotted as a function of .T* or of T* /T ·out tte trends so 
p 

obtained~ are more readil;y· and more accurately civen by Ec;,. ( 1)). 

Two additional confirmations of the Peierls thcor~-. hO\icver, ur.:: 

significant: (a) a reasonably correct line enerGY of about r "' Gb2/2 
0 

should be obtained fran Fig. 3 when the experir.:cntally d0tcrl;>inc0. v:: .. J.u.::::; 

of 'p and Uk are employed; (b) the precxponential terr.. of EQ. (14) 

should give reasonable values of ~L/w2. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

In this section the Peierls theory will be correlated with experi-

mental results on the plastic deformation of some ionic solids, m(!tals, 

,alloys and covalent solids. 

A. Ionic Crystals 
I 

! As mentioned in the introduction'we pight expect high Peierls 

stresses 'in ionic crystals. 

Thomson and Roberts (1960), May and Kronberg (1963), Hulse et al. 

(1963) and Copley and Pask (1965) have studied the temperature dep~nuence 

of plastic yield stress of single crystals of MgO. A larcc di:f:f'erence 

in dislocation mobility is probably responsible' for the differ~nc~s 

in the observed yield stress for the motion of <110> dislocations on 

the {100} and the {110} glide planes. As.pointed out by Huntincton 

et al. (1955) and Gilman (1959), higher core energies and anion clvs(!d 

shell repulsions could. explain the more difficult '(;lide ir, { 100} plane. 

This feature and the rapid decrca:;c in yield st.1·ess with incrc;.:..s.::: ~n 

·.;e~:.J?erature are consistent with the Peierls process. The {lQO} Pcic:rl~ 

., 
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stress, .yield stress at- 0°K, Copley and Pask (19651, suggests, according 

to Eq. (6a)·, a not unreasonable kink energy of 0.18 eY. 

Several data., however, seem to diss.ualify the Peie1·ls mechanism; 

for example the {1.00} <110> yield stress decreases almost lir.early with 

:.ncreasing T in contrast to the expected trends (vide Fig. 4). for the 

Peierls process. Activation volumes deduced from the results o-: ~~ay 

' 
and Kronberg (1963) exhibit high scatter from crystal to crystal; &nd 

the variation of the average values of v with temperature from 20 to . a 

100 b 3 at room temperature to exceBsively la.rge values near T arc o.t 
c . 

variance .with expect~tions based on the Peierls mechanism. 

LiF also exhibits anisotropy relative to yield stress for {100} 

and {110} glide, the. {100} being more dif,ficult, Gilman (1959). Using 

as critical temperature Tc: (::700°K for {100} slip), the kink energy 

can be estimated (l!:q,. (14)) from 

kT 2 
U ::: _c in (pab vL) 

k 2 2w2f. (16) 

Taking reasonable values for p = L-2 = 106/cm2 , w ~ 30 b, we e;et Uk = 

0.75 eV, and from (8a) ~ssuming r = Gb2/2 we deduce a Peierls stress 
0 

to be about 200 kg/mm2; the value obtained from the extrapolation of T 

to 0°K is, however, much lower than this (:::6 kg/mrr12 ). Apparently the 

Peierls process does not control her~. 

!'urthermore, the measurements by Johnston and Gilman (1959) 

of the velocities of dislocations in LiF as obtained by etchir.~ 

( . ' . -1 I tech:·•iq,ucs does not agree with Eq. 13L· }3elow about 10 em sec 

they found that, between -50°C and 25°C) the velocity varies 
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m 
as v o:: T exp ( -E/kT) where T is the applied stress, n;. ranges frorr. 

15 to 25, varying slowly with temperature, and E is supposedly an 

activation energy that is independent of the stress. Such resultc 

are incompatible with Eq. (13) where U is very sensitive to the stress; 
n 

it 'is also unlikely that the preexponential term in Eq_. ( 13) can vary 

as steeply as the 15th to 25th power of T for the Peirls process. 

Johnston and Gilman noticed that the resistance to dislocation 

motion and the initial yield stress of· LiF were affected by the in<pUl'ities 

and radiation da~age effects. This point has been further emphasi2eQ 

by Johnston (1962). Whereas the shear stress of quite pure single 

crystals decreases slowly with test temperature, the shear stress of 

impure crystals is mu.ch higher and decreases exponentially with temperature. 

Divalent imp,urities (such 80 p.p.m. of Mg2+) stroqgly influence the 

flow stress, perhaps because the tetragonal1lattice distortions due to 

Mg2+ + Li+ vacancy pairs (Fleisher (1962));
1

certain effects, however, 

are inexplicable in terms of this latter theory, Dryden et al. ( 106)), 

Nadeau (1966).· Although no theory is available to accurately account 

for the effects of impurities or radiation damage in LiF it can be 

concluded that the Peierls mechanism does not controi the plastic 

deformation of ionic crystals of usual purity and that their Peierlr; 

stress is probablysmlJer than that required for activation of dis-

locations past tetragonal strain centers. 

B. B.C.C. Metals 

The plastic deformation at low temperature's of b. c. c. 

metals (V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, Wand Fe)' has been subjecteO. to 

trr...::..:;ition 

., -l- • ., .• uc va:O..J..<;(l 

----. 

I 
i 
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studies during recent years. The possible validity of the Peierls 

theory has been extensively tested by Conrad (1963), Darn and Rajno.lc 

(1964) and Christian and Masters (196l1). 

Obviously preexisting kinks in dislocations inclined with respect 

to close-packed directions move at small appli,~d stresses c;i ving 

:microdeformations. Experiments by Brown and Ekvall (1962} and more 

recently by Kossowsky and Bro'm (1966 )" on microyi~lding in iron mic;ht be 

inte14 preted in this way. As will be discussed later, ho,.rever, Escaig 

(1966} has suggested an alternate explanation of such microyicJ.ding and 

initial strain hardening. We will deal here only with macrodeformation, 

i.e. with the macroscopic yield or flow stress. 

Two kinds of comparison will be made. The first consists of co~paring 

the experimental dependence of the flow stress on temperature with the 
I 

t1v:~oretical ones given in Fig. 4. The second consists of comparing 

the experimentally determined activation energies and ~(cti vat ion volu:ncs 

with the theoretical values subject to the restrictions mentioned in 

paragraph IIIB •. Such plots made by Dorn and Rajnak (1964) from the 

experimental results summarized by Conrad (1963), usually show good 

agreement between theory and experiment for the above-mentioned metals. 

We emphasize here only the new results obtained on single crystals of 

Mo and Ta.(Lau et al, (1966)j and later those on polycrystalline iron 

2wt% manganese alloy with Yarious amo~~ts of interstitial impurities, 

(Wynblatt ana Jorn (J.965 n and on polJrcrystalline Fe - ll .:..t .%" No, 

~a:w:.:;.::~:s and Newey Cl966)). 

Figure 3 si·,ous the variations of the thermal 3tress T"* as a function 
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of temperature T for the (;J..iOl glide of Ta and Mo, by usinG reduced 

coordinates t* /t and T/T ; the lines refer to the theory i'o1· thl·c~ 
p c 

values of a (~ide Fig. 41. Since the most distinctive characteristic 

of the Peierls mechanism is its small activation voluJne we have also 

plotted in Fig. 9 the experimentally detc:::;dned activation volume v , a 

the exnerimentally deduced activation volu.'ne . .:.,. * =-Cau /Clr"'·},., wl·:.,.::re U 
·... • e n ..i.. n 

is the experimentally determined activation .·energy, and v'* the theoretical 

activation volume as deduced from previously determined values of 

2U and T • In all cases agreement is excellent illustrating that th~ 
k p 

low t.emperature deformation of Mo and Ta most likely occurs by the Pcierls 

mechanism. Furthermore·the good coincidence ofthe v and v *with the 
a e 

said line v* curves demand that, as suggested by theory, pL/w2 is 

practically independent of the stress. 

The qata for Fe-:2 ~.% Mn of different purities (Wynblatt and Dorn 

(1965)), Fig~ 10, appear to coincide vith the dictates of the' Pcicrls 

theory only over the range of T/T < 0.7. Almost identical trends c 

have been observed for Fe- 11 at.% Mo by Rawlings and Newey (1966). 

Furthermore for T/T ·>0.7 or t*/t <; 0.1 the activation vo1u.'nes, c . p 

Fig. 11, increase much more rapidly with decrea;:;ing stress, cf. 

also Ohr (1966), than is permissible by the Peierls r.lec.:arn.;;;::i. 

On the other hand the values of v for T/T < 0. 7 or ·•*It > 0.1 a c p 

are•in reasonable agreement with expectations based on the Peierls 

mechanism. The anomalously low ·values of v *are proba'oJ..y 
e 

due to errors· introduced in estimating U as a function 
n 
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of •* /-r from the original. data and cannot therefore be used to estir:-.:.1te 
p 

how the preexponential term of Eq. (14) might vary with strcss. The 

activation volume, as well as ,t:· are independent ?::.' t!;,:) J.evel of inte1·-

stitial impurities, Wynblatt and Dorn (1965), Keh (1965). In contradiction 

with the results obtained by Stein ct a.l. ( 1963), they al)pea.r only to 

affect the athermal stress. Impurities could influence the eff,;:cti v,~ 

stress •* in one or more of four ways: (a) they could modify the 

Peierls stress; (b) the impurities could require the operation of a 

different thermally activated mechanism, Friedel (1963); (c) impul'itics 

could pin-down the dislocation line, modifYing the expansion 'of the ldnk:::: 

by affecting L and w, as qualitatively considered by Kossowsky and 

as was also pointed out by Conrad (1963), that interstitial impurities 

and solute atoms only affect the long-range athermal stresses :;,n Fe. 

Another point in favor of the Peierls mechanism is the invariance of 

the activation volume with strain or prestrain, Lau et al. (1966), 

Wynblatt and Dorn (1965). 

We give. finally in Table 1 some characteristic values o:' these 

three metals deduced from the analyses in terms of the Peierls mcchani:m: 

(a) 0 Peierls stress at zero degrees Kelvin, T . 
p 

Deduced by 

extrapolation to zero degree of the shear stress or oy more; 

sophisticated comparison between experiment and theory 

Lau et al. (1966); 
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(b) Kink energy Uk. Obtained from the values of the critical 

temperature· T · (where T* = 0} at two strain rates;. 
c 

(c) Line energy r
0

• Deduced fro:n. -r; and Uk by·. using Fie;. 3; 

(d) Critical width of a double kink w. The preceeding analysis 

showed that w does not vary very much with the stress and 
' ·, 

so w·is calculated byusing ('A.l.lO)which is ·valid at 

low 'stresses.;. 

Cel Upper and lower bound ·values of densities of dislocations. 

From Eq. (14J. the preexponential term can be estima"~eci. by 

plotting the activation energy U versus temperature. 
n 

The density p is obtained by assigning reasonable values to L. 

Lis taken to be between the size of the Frank network, i.e. 

p-112 , and the critical double kirik width w; the correspondinG 

limit val'ues of p are deduced. 

The values in Table 1 have reasonable orders of magnitude except 

for the fact that the densities of dislocations in Mo and Fc-~"n, C~.re 

somewhat too high for the small prestrai:n used in determining the 

flow stress; a rough estimate of the density of dislocations might be 

made. from the long range athermal stress TA which is related to ti~t~ 

density of dislocations, at least for an homogeneous distrilmtion of 

dislocations, by the relation TA = Gb/Bp-!-1/z, where 6 is a cor.stant 

equal, in b.c.c. structure. to about 4. Saada (1963). Such a relation 

suggests dens~ ties of the order of a few 108 /cm2 which are more rc;:,son;~blc. 

The precxponcntial• term of ~q. ()4} however is too crude to d.isc.:-,.rd the 

Peierls mechanism exclusively on this basis. alone. Thus :i.t a::_'Jpc:1rs th.:-.t 
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the Peierls mechanism ~xplains fairly well the flow stress of b.c.c. 

metals at low temperatures for plastic strains large er.ough to dis:;_:Jlace 

preexisfing kinks and thus array dislocations along close-packed ro\vs 

of atoms. 

A competitive mechanism for explaining the deformation of b.c.c. 

ilietals at low temperatures is that due to the recombination of sessile 

dissociated screw dislocations, Escaig ( i966). This model assu;~ies that 

during the microdeformation screw dislocations of the t~~e 1/2 [111] 

are foiT.~ed, and they are stabilized by splitting on several planes 

(110), Kroupa (1963), or (11~], Hirsch (1960), Sleesw7k (1963). 7hc 

· sessile b~·riers so intrqduced can be eliminated by thermally activated 

recombination on one of the dissociation planes. On this basis Escait; 

calculated the temperature dependence of th~ macroscOl)iC elastic ·lim:i.t. 

Fitting the theoretical curve with experimertt for high purity b.c.c. 

metals he deduced the stacking fault energy in (110) or (112) planes. 

The energies so obtained are typically of the order of Gb/100, corresponding 

to dissociations.of only several interatomic distances. 

Two points disqualify the· use of this theory to. predict the flm<-

stTess temperature variations of b, c. c. metals over the whole ra:i.ge of 

low temperatures (i.e. from oo K toT ): 
c 

(a) As mentioned by Escaig himself, the theoretical T* - T curves 

for the recombination mechanism decrease more rap~.dly over the 

lowest temperature range than is obtained ex:perirr.entally. 

Thus when theory and experiment are adjusted to agree over 

the intermediate ranges of temperature, the theor:r rcq_uire3 
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a flow stress t 0 at the absolute zero, that is aoout fo'..l~· 

times ·that suggested by- extrapolating the e:·:::7,eri:r.e::1tal datu; 

{b) The stacking fault ~nergies deduced from the theoreti~ul~y 

-2 estimated <0 , namely y "' 10 Gb, then suggest that the partial 

dislocations remain in glissile configuration on a sinz;le plane 

since the condition for dissociation into sesGilc dislocation~ 

-2 
on three different planes i's that y < 0. 7 x 10 G·o. 

~ \ 

Condition (a) suggests that the recorr.bination mechanisr.; is incons:~stc:-.t 

with experimental results on b.c.c. metals ~t the lowest temperatures. 

For iron, the Peierls process satisfies the experiment much bette1· than 

the recombination at high stress, i.e. below about 170°K.- As previously 

mentioned; above this temperature the Peierls mechanism can no longer 

explain either the temperature dependence qf the flow stress or the 

apparent activation volumes. And as wiil be shown, precisely in this 

range of low stresses ~he mechanisms based.on the recombination of scr.:w 

dislocations is satisfactory. 

i.J'e. suc~essively compare with experiment the flow stress T~·, 

activation energy U, 'activation volume v* given by the expressions 

(17), (18)~ (19). 

At low stresses where t* . ..;< t 0 , according to Escaig, 

3· I 
1 'G b · 'o T 3 2 1 

t* = 150 ~ {-[15 G + tn (1 - 15 ~}]} ., x T 

where C is approximately a constant equal to l>5. 

1 2 3· T T 3h. 
U = 150 G b {-fi.5 ~ + R.n {1-15 ~}]} 

]. 
x:r*" 

(17) 

(l8} 
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· ·au 
v* = - Cat*) 

T 
(19o.) 

The apparent activation ·volume va.can be written, 

·V a 
. ·{···()Q,ny\ = kT ~*1•· ·at 

T 

·,_ 2~~r:' v"' = --- + n t* . (J.9b) 

The experimental plots of T versus 1/T, U ·versus 1/7'", -v'i.· versus 

1/t*i are shown in Figs. 12, 13.and 14. The plots fit well the previous 

relations: 

(a} Flow stress. By. extrapolation to zero 1/T ve C.cducc 

an a thermal stress T. of 2. 3 and 2. 6 kg/mm2 for the t1vo 
l 

grades of purity. A change in mechanism is noted at about 

220°K. Below this temperature (where the Peierls process 
I 

agrees with experiment) an almost ':linear dependence of 

T versus 1/T seems to ~e observed; 

(b} Activation energy. Above about 220°K, the activation 

energy yaries linearly with 1/T* = 1/(t-T.), The critical 
l 

temperature·T1 for T as for U, is also about 220°K, i.e. 

higher than TI. given by plotting T or U versus T and co::rparinr_:; 

wi.th. the theoretic.a1 curves of the Peierls theory ( :::r(0°X, 

as mentioned previously); . 

(c l Activation volume .. The real ·V* and apparent ·V acti vat. ion 
a 

. ' . ' 

-vol~es· vary . in the range of low· stresses, as l/t·X· 2 = :_;(,--.-i )2 . 

F::::-om the slopes of the different plots, 1·
0 

is deduced. ~-"sine ( l7), 

(18) and (19a). The stacking fault energy Y· is calculated ·.:'ror.~ 7 aftt::r 
0 
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the Escaig relation 

T /G = 4.25 (1/63 - y/G b). 
0 0 0 

We successively obtained the internally consistent rc~ult;::; of y = 220. 

2 
230 and 230 ergs/em from the three methods. Since the teste \;e::-~ con-

ducted on polycrystalline iron, probably both (110) and (112) planes 

were operative. Although Eqs. (17r, ,{:18} and (19) refer to the splitting 

on (110) planes, Escaig showed that similar ·variations of<, U .:1:1d v* 

' 
will be obtained when the stacking fault energies on (110) and. (112) 

planes are about the same. Thus y h.ere represents a mean stack:i.:1,·; ::';;..\;lt 

enerr;y, close to the average for all planes. 

On the other hand, the high value de due ed for T , "oeti·.'"cen 130 and. 
0 

2 
160 kg/mm , . disqualifies this, mechani-sm below the critical temperature 

~I (vide Fig. 12·); the extrapolation to d,OK of the flow stress by the 

2 
recombination mechanism should have been about :::45 itr;/:: .. 'Tl. (cf. Table 1). 

The temperature dependence of the flow stress of iron see:r:~.s ',re:ll 

explained by the Peierls process from 0°~ to about TI == 200°:\ a::1d by 

the recombination mechanism above this temperature. In the r::..n.:::;e: of' 

the high temperatures the stress for recombination of the pr~rt.i:::cls o:' 

screw dislocations, varies less steeply with temperature, becc:::es h::.;:-.;:-. .:r 

than the Peierls stress, and therefore will control the ciefo:r:.:::.:.tio:,. 

Below TI, the Peierls stress is the higher and the partials o:.cc >:-

combined need only to overcome this frictional stress to move; •jE<>lacs, 

the edge dislocations are probably perfectly glissile ~~nd also contri. butc: 

to the deformation through the Peierls mechanism. 

I 
~ 
I 
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The observations of Keh and Weissr.1an ('1963 ). oy electron r.1icroscopy 

on deformed polycrystalli"ne iron are i-:.1 

predictions: at lev-temperatures- the dislocations c.re tini:f'or~~12.v dis-· ._) "'. ! 

tributed, lying on crystallograpl"'.Lic , ' p.Lanes anc relati ":ely '· . 

can be ex~ected from a Peierls ~recess. .. . 

on -:;i~e strai·n, a cell strtlct·u;..~e appears. r'\lthoug1i tl1~ :process of cell 

fo::::n:ation is not well explained, the i·ncidence of cross sli}.! ':of recom'bincd · 

screv.r'dislocations, ~i·thout furthe::-- li:nitat~lons 'by e.. ?eierls.proccss, 

;:'light accou~t for such ·cell ::"or:-na-tion at higl-1 tenpe:rat\"a"e .. 

The same sequence of mechani:sr,.s does not appear to occur·. in nolybd0nwr: · 

and tantalu.1n; the Peier·ls mechanism does agree 1.;ith the tests over the 

vhole thermal range, A higher stacking fault energy :for this metal might 

lo,.,..er the cross slip stress such that the ?e:i.erls process .remains relevant. 

Furthermore, screw di·slocati·ons are observed. to lie alon.:; .[ lll] C.iree!t::.ons, 

Lat.; ley and G2.iger ( 1964) for Mo and. Arsenault ( 1966) for Ta, sut;c;esting 

that the Peierls stress is higher for the screw than for the edge dis-

locatior.s. The' observation of cell structure f·Jrr.1ation a.t hich strains 

in both Mo, and Ta at room temperature, Keh and Weissman (1963), succest 

too that the recombination stress of split screw dislocations becomes 

of the sa."!le order of magnitude as that n,=eded to initiate the ?eierl3 

rr,echanism causing the recombination mechanism to also becor.1e Ol)e::.·uti vc. 

IV3. Some Alloys. 

The lmr temperature deformation for some alloys can be ro.tionaJ.i zecl 
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in terms of the Peierls mechanism. We summarize he,re some ·results 

obtained on th~ prismatic slip (JlOOL Iu2oJ of the short range ordered 

Ag2Al' Rosen et al. Cl964 r .Mg-Li alloys· A,hmadieh et al. (J965 I. the 

(321) I 111] slip in long rang-e ordered AgMg CCsCl type structure 1 , 

Mukherjee et al. (19651. 

The rapid increase in the flow stress at low temperature, the 

activation energy and the acti'vation volume are again in agreement 

with the Peierls model. The data deduced by si;mtlar analysis as 

that previously given for b. c. c. metals are shown in Table 2. 

Some remarks can be made: Cl )_ for Mg-Li alloys, the lithium 

additions appear to lower the Peierls stress and therefore the low 

temperature shear stress for prismatic slip. Similar softening of 

some b.c.c. solid solutions has also been described, Arsenault (1966). 

With our interpretation in terms of the Peierls mechanism, the theoretical 

explanation of this softening has to be found in the change in the 

electronic structure of the alloy with lithium additions; (2) the 

range of deduced dislocation densities is wider than for the b.c.c. 

rnetals above analyzed. As previously mentioned, the action of im-

purities is complex; nevertheless pinning of dislocations along the 

close packed rows by impurity atoms might reduce L and in this way 

suggest intermediate values of p. Besides, the values of p* are 

+ here more reasonable than thes:e o;f p ·, to the contrary of the. b .. c. c. 

metals:. 

The obs.ervati.on by· Okamoto (1966) of straight s·orew 11120] 
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dislocations in the prismatic· plane of Ag-Al is in agree:nent ivi th 

the Peierls mechanism. 

IV4, COVALENT METALS 

As mentioned in·the introduction, a stronc; Peierls enercy is 

c:.;::;.)ected in covalent metals, like germanium and silicon. F't<l·~i·,.;l·:·::ol·..::, 

mobile dislocations running parallel to close-pacl{ec rcv;.rs hav~ ::,,:e:1 

observed by electron microscopy. Actually different aut.ho;:-~> 'n:.w~ 

speculated on the kink nucleation and kink migration as tbe contnillinr; 

mechanism of these metals , Celli et al. ( 1963) , Susuki ( 1963) , Holt 

and Danger ( 1963). Recent calculations made by La1)usch ( 1964) found 

good agreement between the experimental activation encrr:.y and the 

energy of generati:on of a pair of kinks, snowing that only one pG.ir 

of kinks at a time is nucleated along the whole length of the dis-

location segments. 

On the other hand, Haasen (1957) (1963) (1964) developed a crG.c~ed 

core model, where the Peierls force originates from the brea.l<::.in,~ 

of bonds when the dislocation moves in the slip plane; a linear stress 

dependence of the dislocation velocity is expected from this model, 

in fair agreement with experiment. 

Since Haasen's talk deals during this congress with this su'ojcct 

vre shall discuss this aspect nofurther. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

1. The continUUlT! iine-ene:rgy model for cstin:ating the "2'rce er:c_'!:':_~y 

of activation needed to nucleate a pair of kir:r:s in ter::ls. of tr.e :dn~·: 

energy, Peierls stress~, and effective stress Js- now fai1:ly \,·~.:'11 cst:-,blislH~d. 

2. Several detai·ls· of formulating the effect of s7.ress, ar:G. te::::x:n1ture 

on the strain rate, however, ·require further- investigation. These n.re 

concerned.:.with ·the following issues: 

(a) The determination of actual shapes of Peierls hil1r> 

and magnitude of the Peierls stresses in terms· of atomic 

potentials or quantum theory. 

(b) A more accurate formulation of the preexponential 

term in the stra.in rate expression. 

(c) A more complete statistical treatment of the model. 

(d) Introduction of effects ari ing from solute atoms and 

interstitial impurities. 

3. The ·low temperature thermally activated deformation of a ::n.;::1bor 

of metals and a~loys agrees well with the dictates of the ?eier1s mec:na:;is::~. 

These are 1/2[111]{110} slip in single crystals of Mo and Ta, 1/2[111]{1:?3} 

slip in single crystals of AgMg, ·113 [1120]{llOO} slip in Ar; + 33 a.t.~~ Al, 

and in Mg with 6 to 12 at.% Li, deformation in po1ycrystn1line ?e plus 

2 wt.% Mn with various degrees of interstitial purity and Fe plus 

ll at.% Mo at temperatures below 170°K. CB"etween 170° and 400°K 'c.r:c 

thermally activated me9hanism for deformation of the rJolycl·ystu.li.ir,c Fe 

alloys agree with Escaig '·s- model based on -recombination o: disc;oc~ . .:..tcd 

dislocations, J Evidence suggests that some Group 4 r:oetals a} ::;o o':..<:y 
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to deform at low temperatures by the Peierls :nechani:3:;1, e;.:,kl·L:·.,~·::",,:~~-

by some other process which is sensitive to impurity con .'cn"cr:."~::.ons. 

4. The major advance to be made concerns re~')}.o.cer:-:er:-c of ·;:;(;c 

continuum-type line-energy model for nucleation of pairs o:~ kinks by L;. 

more realistic atomic model. 

r 
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APPENDIX 1 

"Quasi-Parabolic" Peierls Hills 

Various authors, Seeger (1956), Friedel (1964), .:a;.:pposed ti;at t.hc 

dislocation remained at y = -a/2, i.e. at the bottom of ti:e Pe::crls 

hill, i.ndependently of the level of the applied stress. H::.tt sinusoidal 

hills such ass~~ption is approximated only at low stresses. For ~uasi-

:;.u:abolic hills·, as shown in Fig. 2d, however, dislocations re~~::J.in s.t 

y = -a/2 for all possible stresses up to the Peierls stress. A;:;su;r,ir>c 

a line energy of 

r(y), = r 112 [r 
0 0 

abT l 2 I 
+ __.1?_ (:1 - ..:x.._) ]1 2 

2 a2 
(A.l.l) 

the problem of nucleation of pairs of kinks can be completely solved 

~~alytically. Introducing expression A.l.l of f(y) into Eq. (3), civec 

where q_ 

s = 

-a/2 

fo 
a 

and -~andy are the roots of q_y 2 + ry + s. The integration of 
2 c 

(A.l.2) finally gives:. 

u = n 

(A.l.2) 

(!' i <' '\. • ........ • -· I 
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Similarly from (4) the ener~J of a kink is 

and from (A.l.4) and (A.l.5J 

u 

(A.l.4) 

' . 1 5) ~.'-\.. ~. 

(A.J..6) 

In Fie;. 4 is shown a plot of 
2

Un as a function of ,·'~<fr: and also th0 
k p 

plots for sin"..lsoidal hills where -1 ~ ·a : 1. All curvcr> are pr<.,ct:i.cul1y 

identical at low stresses. At high stress the quasiparabolic re::;ult:> 
I 

differ, but little from those for sinusoidal hills over the range of . ' . 

-1 < a < 1. We can deduce the activation ·,volume 

dU 
v* = - d ~ ~ 

. T 

= 2(1 - T'*/T ) 
. p 

2U 
k 

T 
p 

(A.l.7) 

which is plotted in Fig. 6, together with these for sinusoidaJ. r:ills. 

Although the activation volume is more sensitive than U /2U. to t1·1e: 
n 1~ 

shape of the hill, on the whole the drastic changes in the: s::ape: o:: 

tne hills, do not affect very much the trends. 

Integration of Eq. (20) gives an analytical 

.... :. 
'!.:,··,; 
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bowed into a pair of critical kinks. An approximate equation of 

the dislocation line is: 

af 1/2 . 2T Y + t*a 
:t (--o} [sin-1( P. ) 71'] 

2br a(r -r*) - ~ 
p p 

( ~ ' Q \ r .• -'-. u 1 

We can also determine the width w of a critical double kink dcfinc6. 

as the separation of the kinks 'at their points of inflection: 

w = 
ar 1/2 

(-0} [1T 
2bt 

p 

+ t*ba (t* _ 1 )J 
r r p 

p 0 

Using reasonable numerical values for r .-
0\ 

Gob2 
--2-- and T , shows p 

(A.l.9) 

"that 

expression (A.1.9).varies very slowly with -r* and thc.t '"can be cor.~3::.dcrcd 

\ 
as a constairb., namely 

2ar 1/2 
w = .!!. (-0) ' 

2 br . 
p 

The height of·the kinkis eas.ily calculated too: 

T'*) ( 1 _,_· 
. T 

p 

(A.l.lO) 

We deduce the interaction energy of the two kinks by applyinc 

(9) ; obtaining 

= -
r v?-;.;-' 

0 p ( 
1r7 8r 1 - (f-\..,l.ll) 

0 

t 
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-which gives ~ constant ratio ic:.;~i<:.-ltink energy to the ener,::;y of :'ol';::~.i.::.ox: 

of the double kink of 

\ u 
I ~kl - 1 -- ;:r - . 03 

11 

The variation of the flow stress ¥Tith temperature c<:.n be oi.;".;;.:;.: ;:-.,:d. 

:frorn (14). Using (A .1. 4) for U and (A.l.lO) for '.v: 
n . 

where 
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APPET-."DIX 2 

Carnels-Hump Hills 

Camels-hump hills, shown in Fig. 2e, are obtained C·Y ;~:aL ;-,,"; 

a > 1 in Eq. (Sa}. R = r /r and a are the independent VQriQb:e~. m o 

The kink energy under zero stress and the ener.:;y to nucle:::.te a ?air 

of kinks are numerically calculated by the method IE. . Ti:.e O..:::"C.:::.iL~ 
.. rw:. ... 

will be presented later as a letter to the editor. 

Figure 3 shows a slight decrease of u1~ with a; 

very closely proportional to .r;--:·-l. 

2U ;; 
}·: 

ai' 
0 

is G~~ill 

Figures A.2.1 and A.2.2 show the variation of the enercy of 

formation of a pair.of kinks and of the deduced activation volw~e 

as a function of the effective stress. The difference between the 

• curves for a = 0, a = *1, increase as· a increases above 1. The more 

significant feature appears at high stress~es (or low temperatures). 

The curves are broken for 0.1 < l*/T < 0.3. In this range of stresso~ 
p 

the dislocation can lie in the intermediate valley. The present data 

refer to the case of a single activation for su:::-mounting the double 

hump. The results for a = 4 and R = 1. 0013 fit very closely tne hill 

calculated by Chang (1966) in Fe for edge 1/2(111] dislocations, by 

using relaxation techniques. The Peierls stress is in good agreemcr.t 
. ' 

with the experimental value (~45 kg/mm2 ). 
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~L'a1>1c l. 'Iypic2.1 v<>.lu.es fen- the an~JJ.y~;:i f> of 'l'n, Ho, Fc'·+ln 

clefonn::,_t.ion in tcrn~s of the Peierlr; J:lcch:::nif::n:. 

~=:,_-;:.;::--::-.~=.==---=.--~.=:::.~~-:::.:;:...-::-:==--==·-::. _:.;._:-_~~::.-:-:.=:::--:.__.-=:~..::=.:::--·:::-_-=::...·. 

,o 
i-letal 

p 

(10 8 dynes/crn 2 ) 

Ta. 33.h 

___________ , 
------~--

1'10 41.3 

Fef·1n* 7:~ 45 

uk 

(eV) 

0.31 

0.6? 

0.31 

ro 
G b2/2 

0 

1.55 

3 

2.6 

·.-..., ... 

-----------------------------------

Yciio 119 0.29 1.8 

;.,-. ;.'"'"'' celc;;·:~ reel t.y c;.";ins Eq. (1l1). 

w 
b 

2li 

p* 

(em -2) 

2 J:x10 8 - 2. 4xl0 10 

t 
p 

(cm-2) 

lt.lxl0 5 - 4. b:lO 7 

------------------------------------------·--

29 4.5xl0 13 - 8.9xl012 5.3xlo10 - 1.0x1o10 

22 2.5xlol'-+ 1.hz10l3 4.2xlo 11 - 2.9x1o 10 

11 2.5xl09 - 1.2x1o10 8.6xl06 - 4.lxJ07 

7:--::·/~-~ Y:-:}_:-;t.·:~~ ~,Jvc-1~ fer J:'e-l:ln l .. clc;.~.(~ to }'e-i·:n, Zrli purified.; for t!1c oth(.:r ~~re.cl.(;:_: of :::n.1.cit:,/ t~:~- ... .i:.ll; ___ :-:; 

c."!·e c;-~1:)·· ~~ J. · ·:·.1·:t.J y (_: -L ~;~2~erent 

~!T "',·:~:..:~ C("~J.;.::.~J;_;_.!l·Cd E~;;:·:tt".!j_n-5:: tile frcy_t.:.e::nc·;_{ e.s clite~rt t~.r E·1· (l2c~). 
4 

-;-_-::. : -:::: - ·~ .:.:.·- ·: -.::· . .::: :~ :.::.-::::.-~·-: :·.:..:.. -.--;; ·:-:-==-.:=c::--::--:-.;;:::.:::.=-=.:.::::-...:::..::=::·.:_·::...::.::.--

I 
-''"' 
f-' 
I 



~:(J .. :.: 2. r~ y;_,_i (;~:J. Vcl.lFc; for tl!'c' an<:J.y['i~· of' i.: .. :>Li.) /\[S Al' J\[)<c; alloy;_; :i.n tcrnlS or tl ]'C'.i cr1: :•:cch:,J:Ii:;rr,. 

=~="-~==-~=o~~,=~·=·=·=· .. =·=·===-=-·-;-~~===~~~~=~===--=:.=~- ·.·.·===·=~-~-~-~~~-=·=*====='=;-~==-'='-=-==~·=====~-===~-='-~=-~======--=-~=---=-·-··-··----

Alloy 

tempera.ture 
slip ,o (10 8 

UK 2f 
p·::- .t 

p 
range for ~eierls 

p 0 w 
Gl7 -

system dynes/cm2)(cV) b (cm-2) (cm- 2 ) 0 process 

-----------------

J-!e;;-10 at.% Li 0 - 300°K prism. 7.6 0.22 4".45 29 1.6.108 - 2.7:xl011 L9xl05 3.2xJ.0 1 

f•!c-12.5 at.% Li 0 - 300°K prism. 6.8 0.21 4. 51! 30 4.8x108 - 2.5x105 5.3xl05 2.8xl02 

I 
----·----·-- .r=--

Ac,·Jl 0 - 240°K prism. 19.3 0.19 2.09 24 4.8x10 6 - 2.0x109 8.3xJ0 3 - 3.5xl06 

--- --------··-----

(3211 
Ac;Yg · 0 - 250°K 9.25 0.?.0 l~. 33·):;.:- 36+:· 4.8xl0 3 - 4.3xl07~* 3.7 - 3. 3xl0 1

t 

[111] 

;:-'!:he v<·!Jl<c:::· of r, \-.' nnd 0 art: 'obtained by usini:~ fo1· :').in the he·ujgon;;,_l str-uctures a. nean valu·2 (bc) 1/?. 
',·:hen: b c.r:.:: c ::~\::, th~; co:;::;on lattice c:o:--t:c.tc..nt~:---th;.~: to t"ld.nG accom;t :for the pos;·._;_;)}.e eclc,c r.r.d ~;ere.-: 
cb:c;·cJ:tu· ,_):I' tk: cl.i ;:clcJ::c;t:i.on:s of Bure;cr:> vcctrn- [ lJ 20]. . 

~":'i'L::-: y~,luc::; of i' , ,.; f:ncl p for fer)·:;,~ refeT to the sere·,.; disJocCJ.ticns [ lJ l] -<~i th 2. o~ 2. )b. 
0 . 

- -- ·.":::.·::-;-:-:-:=-_-::-.:.;; • .:;::;.:: ·:.::.;;::_ •• -.:::::".::-:::=·.:..=--=....="-.::. •. -....:.;_:;.c;;~""::":.":-:· -.:::=::=:::----=.=--:::-· ·-:::-·.::...-:; _-:_:-~.o·=-: .:....;:;;~_-:.. .:..::___-=::.:::::: .·;-~- ;_:_-=._-::::_..::: -- .:.::;-_=-:;:-:·:.·_-;:: :. :·.::_ .• -:.·::.:.. -.-.-..:_:::: .. ::--.•. ---=...~--

' 
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Figure Captions 

Fi.;ure 1. Formation of a pair of kinks. a is the sp::..cinp; ·o.::t'.·:.::c:~ 

parallel rovs of closely spc..ced atoms 

Figure 2. Line energy profiles. 

?::.c..:.re 3. Kink energy and Peierls' stress. R = 1. 01. 

?i[;-.:..re 4. Energ-J to nucleate a pair of kinks. 

Fic·..:.re 5. Seeser (a) and Friedel (b) models. 
• 

Ficure 6. Activation volume. 

Figure 7. Stress-temperature relating for the Peierls Ir.ec.-:.a~ns:n. 

Fi6ure 8. Thermal flow stress vs. temperature for (110) elide of ~a 

and Mo. 

Figure 9. Experimental and theoretical activation volume vs. therilial flo~ 

stress for Ta and Mo. 

Figure 10. Thermal flow stress vs. temperature for polycrystall::.ne 

Fe-¥m of different purities. 

Figure 11. Experimental and theoretical activation volu."T.e vs. ther:-.1al 

stress. for Fe-1-.fn. 

Figure 12. Total flow stress vs. reciprocal temperature for Fe-r-In. 

Figure 13. Activat:l.on energy vs. reciprocal thermal stress fo1~ Fe:-:<n. 

Fi;u.re 14. Activation volume vc " . 1/"cX-2 for Fe-Nn. 

?:~zc;:.:-e A. 2 .1. Energy to nucleate a pair of kinks. 

_. :..gu:ce .:. • 2. 2. Activation voluine. 

•' - ' 
·~------------_...;_.:.-
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